be transferable to the context of planned conservation interventions. To quantify 48 the availability of relevant evidence for amphibian and bird conservation we 49 reviewed Conservation Evidence, a database of quantitative tests of 50 conservation interventions. Studies were geographically clustered and found at 51 extremely low densities -fewer than one study was present within a 2,000 km 52 radius of a given location. The availability of relevant evidence was extremely low 53 when we restricted studies to those studying biomes or taxonomic orders 54 containing high percentages of threatened species, compared to the most 55 frequently studied biomes and taxonomic orders. Further constraining the 56 evidence by study design showed that only 17-20% of amphibian and bird 57 studies used robust designs. Our results highlight the paucity of evidence on the 58 effectiveness of conservation interventions, and the disparity in evidence for local 59 contexts that are frequently studied and those where conservation needs are 60 greatest. Addressing the serious global shortfall in context-specific evidence 61 requires a step change in the frequency of testing conservation interventions, 62 greater use of robust study designs and standardized metrics, and 63 methodological advances to analyze patchy evidence bases. Fig.1A ) and external validity (relevance; Fig.1A ). 90
However, the limited resources available for conservation research mean that the evidence 91 base for conservation is geographically and taxonomically biased ( Smith, & Sutherland, 2015) . This is likely to limit the quality and relevance of evidence and 94 impair effective decision-making . Quantifying the availability 95 of relevant, reliable studies is necessary to understand the strength of evidence upon which 96 decisions are made, and to prioritize research on the effectiveness of conservation 97
interventions. 98
Practitioners and policymakers typically prefer to base their decisions on studies that are 99 relevant (i.e., with high external validity; Fig.1 ) to their local context (Addison, Cook, & de Bie, 100 2016; Cook & Sgrò, 2017; Geijzendorffer et al., 2017) . Using context-specific studies as 101 evidence helps to ensure that results are likely to be repeated if the intervention is implemented 102
again. The relevance of conservation studies to a given context will span multiple dimensions, 103
including: (i) bioclimatic (i.e., similarity between habitats or regions); (ii) taxonomic/functional 104 (i.e., similarity between taxa in terms of ecological function or taxonomic groups); and (iii) which 105 metric was used to quantify the effectiveness of an intervention (i.e., the response variables or 106 metrics of interest; Fig.1B ). Other dimensions may also be important, such as the similarity 107 between a study's and a practitioner's socioeconomic and political contexts, but we focus on the 108 three dimensions above. have; large replication of evidence that is highly reliable (high internal validity) and highly 115 relevant (high external validity). Fig.1B refers to the three dimensions that we will focus on that 116
influence the overall relevance of evidence: i) bioclimatic (e.g., the study system), ii) 117 taxonomic/functional (the study taxa) and iii) effectiveness measure (how you define and 118 measure conservation success). 119
The first of these dimensions -bioclimatic relevance -refers to the similarity between the study 120 ecosystem and the practitioner's ecosystem (Fig.1B) . The second dimension -121 taxonomic/functional relevance -concerns the similarity between the focal taxa of a study and 122 the taxa of interest to the practitioner (Fig.1B) . Together, these determine the ecological 123 similarity between study and practitioner local contexts. This is vital because responses to 124 interventions will vary between ecosystems and taxa. For example, the effectiveness of artificial 125 nest boxes varies between different countries and habitats (Finch et al., 2019) , while the 126 effectiveness of translocation for New Zealand robins (Petroica australis) is unlikely to be 127 relevant to a practitioner translocating Kakapo (Strigops habroptila). Practitioners who are 128 interested in broader functional groups (e.g., seed dispersers or pollinators), taxa (e.g., birds, 129 amphibians), or even whole ecosystems, may focus more on the functional relevance rather 130 than taxonomic similarity of studied species. 131
The third dimension of relevance is the metric used to measure the effectiveness of an 132
intervention bridges) may be measured by the numbers of individuals of different species using the 141 structures, but could also be measured in terms of levels of road mortality (Helldin & Petrovan, 142 2019). Therefore, the type of metric used by studies to measure effectiveness can have a major 143 influence on the relevance of evidence. 144
The reliability of an evidence base -the internal validity of its studies -ultimately determines the 145 overall quality of the evidence base and depends to a large extent on study design (Christie, 146 Amano 2018), there is likely to be variation in the reliability of inferences that can be drawn (Christie, 149 Amano, Martin, Shackelford, et al., 2019). This variation may lead scientists to make misleading 150 recommendations to practitioners, ultimately reducing the effectiveness of conservation 151 practice, and making it difficult for decision-makers to weigh the strength of evidence provided 152 by different studies. 153
The replication of evidence -the number of studies in the evidence base -is also important as 154 greater numbers of studies demonstrating repeatable and reproducible effectiveness will give us 155 greater confidence in the overall strength of the evidence. publications will obviously have increased the evidence base, but the broad patterns we quantify 184 are unlikely to have changed in the intervening years. We excluded meta-analyses or 185 systematic reviews from our analyses as these typically cannot be attributed to a particular local 186
context (e.g., biome or taxon). We also only included interventions for which studies were 187 present in the database. Since 32% (n=33) of interventions for amphibians and 25% (n=80) of 188 interventions for birds had no associated studies in the database (i.e., were untested or tests 189
were unpublished) or only included reviews or meta-analyses, the following analyses are likely 190
to be an optimistic assessment of the availability of evidence in conservation. We used R 191 statistical software version 3.5.1 (R Core Team, 2019) for all analyses. 192 193 194 Local availability of studies by geographical distance 195 196
To calculate the average availability of studies within a certain distance of a given practitioner's 197 location, we generated 1,000 regularly spaced coordinates across certain parts of the world. For 198 amphibians, we spaced these coordinates over the combined extent of all amphibian species 199 ranges (IUCN, 2019) as this represents the possible range of locations in which a practitioner 200 might conduct an intervention to conserve amphibians. For birds, we spaced these coordinates 201 across the world's terrestrial land masses (using "OpenStreetMap" 2019; see Appendix S1 for 202 maps of coordinates) since although the combined distribution of all bird species is almost 203 global, most practitioners are likely to conduct interventions to conserve birds terrestrially. 204
Although non-terrestrial interventions are carried out by practitioners, the vast area covered by 205 the ocean would severely underestimate the availability of studies to a practitioner's likely 206 location. 19 non-terrestrial interventions for birds were found in the database (e.g., 'use 207 streamer lines to reduce seabird bycatch on longlines' or 'use high-visibility mesh on gillnets to 208 reduce seabird bycatch') containing 33 studies in total -these were still included in our analysis 209 as these studies tended to be conducted within close proximity to a terrestrial landmass (i.e., 210 coastal). 211 212 We then calculated the Great Circle Distance from each study to each coordinate (see Appendix 213 S1 for details), binning distances into a series of categories (100 km, 1,000 km and then every 214 1,000 km up to and including 19,000 km). We also calculated the 'Global Mean', which is the 215 mean number of studies per intervention in the entire database -equivalent to approximately 216 20,000 km at the equator, the maximum distance separating any two coordinates. We then 217 calculated the mean number of studies within each distance bin across all coordinates, as well 218
as the number of studies that used different categories of study designs: i) any design, ii) 219
Before-After (BA), Control-Impact (CI), Before-After Control-Impact (BACI) or Randomized 220
Controlled Trial (RCT); iii) CI, BACI or RCT; iv) BACI or RCT designs (see Methods in Christie, 221 Amano, Martin, Petrovan, et al. 2019 for definitions of each design). 222 223 We then repeated this analysis using the same number of coordinates (n=1,000), but this time 224
by randomly selecting coordinates from amphibian and bird studies in the database (sampling 225
with replacement from amphibian studies as there were fewer than 1,000). Using both 226 approaches provided likely upper and lower bounds of evidence availability: regular coordinates 227 likely underestimated the availability of evidence to practitioners, giving equal weighting to 228 locations where conservation interventions are unlikely to occur (e.g., Antarctica) and those that 229 are more intensively managed (e.g., Europe). In contrast, using locations from existing 230 publications will likely overestimate study availability as this assumes that practitioners only 231 conduct interventions in locations where they have previously been tested. 232 233 We compared the results of the first analysis (regularly spaced coordinates) to the expected 234 patterns we would observe if studies were regularly distributed. We did this by generating equal 235 numbers of regularly spaced coordinates ('expected studies') as the number of amphibian and 236 bird studies (419 and 1,232 coordinates, respectively) using the same methods and shapefiles 237 as before. We then calculated the mean number of these 'expected studies' within each 238 distance bin. 239 240
Context-specific availability of studies 241 242
To quantify the amount of relevant and robust evidence on the effectiveness of different 243 conservation interventions, we required metadata that described each study's local context and 244 study design. By adapting previously described methods (Christie, Amano, Martin, Petrovan, et 245 al. 2019; Appendix S2), we extracted the biome, taxonomic order and reported metric type used 246 by each study (to quantify the number of relevant studies), as well as the broad category of 247 study design used (to quantify the number of robustly designed studies). When metric metadata 248 was extracted, we grouped similar metrics into the following nine metric types: count-based, 249 diversity, activity-based, physiological, survival, reproductive success, education-based, 250
regulation-based, and biomass (Appendix S2). 251 252
We quantified the number of studies per conservation intervention that met certain relevance 253 and study design criteria, to give an estimate of the availability of relevant and robust evidence. 254
To ensure that we did not artificially constrain the number of studies per intervention for different 255 subsets of studies (e.g., taxonomic order or biome), we grouped certain interventions that were 256 focused on single taxa or habitats but were fundamentally the same type of intervention (e.g., 257
'create ponds for newts' and 'create ponds for toads' would be grouped into 'create ponds'; see 258
Acknowledgements and Data for files describing these groupings). This resulted in a total of 71 259 and 226 interventions for amphibians and birds, respectively. 260 261
Using these interventions, we then undertook two analyses to quantify the availability of 262 evidence under different scenarios: i) where we optimistically assume a given practitioner is 263
interested in the most frequently studied local context; and ii) where we assume that a given 264 practitioner is interested in local contexts in which a greater percentage of species are 265 threatened (i.e., those classified as Vulnerable, Endangered or Critically Endangered status on 266 the (IUCN, 2019) Red List). 267 268
The first analysis calculated the mean number of studies per intervention for both scenarios in 269 terms of three separate relevance criteria: biome, taxonomic order and metric. For the first 270 scenario we calculated the number of studies with the most frequently studied biome, order or 271 metric relative to each intervention. For the second scenario (to reflect conservation needs), we 272 calculated the number of studies with a randomly selected biome, taxonomic order or metric 273 from a weighted list (averaged over 1,000 repeated runs). This weighted list was generated so 274 that the probability of selection was determined by the percentage of species that are 275 threatened (i.e., those classified as Vulnerable, Endangered or Critically Endangered status on 276 the (IUCN, 2019) Red List) for each biome and taxonomic order, and the percentage usage of 277 each metric within each intervention in the database. We intersected shapefiles from the (IUCN,  278 2019) Red List with shapefiles of the world's terrestrial biomes (Dinerstein et al., 2017) to 279 determine the proportion of threatened species in each biome. We assumed that interventions 280 could be tested by studies in any biome and on any taxonomic order -this will likely mean that 281 our estimates for the second scenario are underestimates of study availability, for example, as 282 certain interventions are unlikely to be conducted in certain biomes. However, we grouped 283 interventions so they were not defined as taxon or habitat-specific and used coarse criteria 284 (biome and taxonomic order) to limit this underestimation. 285 286
For the second analysis, we used a stepwise process to calculate the number of studies that 287 met one or more of the relevance criteria -only carrying forward studies if they met all previous 288 criteria. For example, considering the first scenario (most frequently studied context), we 289
counted the number of studies featuring the most frequently studied biome, then studies 290 featuring the most frequently studied biome AND taxonomic order, and then studies featuring 291 the most frequently studied biome AND taxonomic order AND metric. We also repeated this for 292 all possible orderings of biome, taxonomic order and metric ( Fig.3 and Figs.S1-S5), as well as 293
for the second scenario (weighting towards biomes and taxonomic orders with greater 294 percentages of threatened species). Taxonomic orders could only be selected if at least one 295 species in that order was present in the previously selected biome -we determined which 296 orders were present in each biome by intersecting shapefiles from the (IUCN, 2019) Red List 297 with shapefiles of terrestrial biomes (Dinerstein et al., 2017) . The same was true for biomes 298 when taxonomic order was the first relevance criteria to be selected (i.e., only biomes where 299 that taxonomic order is present could be selected). In the final step, we also calculated the 300 number of studies that used different categories of study designs (any design; BA, CI, BACI or 301 RCT; CI, BACI or RCT; BACI or RCT). 302 303 304
Results

306
We considered a total of 71 and 226 interventions for amphibians and birds (mean = 7.9 and 6.9 307 studies per intervention; Fig.2 ), respectively, that contained at least one study. Studies were not 308 evenly distributed geographically; the mean number of amphibian and bird studies per 309 intervention (black large circles in Fig.2 ) deviated, particularly for amphibians, from what we 310 would have expected if the same number of studies were regularly distributed (orange triangles 311 in Fig.2 ). On average, there was less than one study per intervention available within 2,000km 312 from a given regular point. When restricting analyses to more robust designs, the availability of 313 studies decreased substantially, with a higher proportion of amphibian studies using BA 314
designs, compared to birds, but a smaller proportion using CI (see drop-offs from orange to 315 blue, and blue to green lines, respectively; Fig.2 ). 316 317
When considering distance of studies to randomly selected study coordinates, the mean 318 number of studies per intervention generally declined more gradually compared to a regular grid 319 of coordinates (Fig.2) , implying that studies are clustered in space. At distances below 5,000km 320 these differences were particularly pronounced; for example, on average, 2.2 amphibian studies 321 and 1.5 bird studies were within 2,000km of a random study coordinate, compared to only 0.3 322 amphibian studies and 0.2 bird studies within 2,000km of regularly spaced coordinate. This 323 suggests that studies are slightly more clustered for amphibians than birds. 324 325 326 327 Figure 2 -The mean number of amphibian and bird studies per intervention using different study 328 designs found within a certain distance of different sets of coordinates. The maximum distance 329 that a study can be is shown on the x axis, starting with the Global Mean (mean number of 330 studies per intervention considering all studies in the database) and decreasing to a distance of 331 100 km. Regular coordinates (large circle, thick line) show the mean number of studies within a 332 certain distance from a set of regularly distributed coordinates. Expected coordinates (orange 333 triangle) mimic how the availability of studies would be expected to change if studies were 334 regularly distributed (this is only shown for studies using any study design). Random Study 335
coordinates (small circle, thin line) show the mean number of studies within a certain distance 336 from a set of randomly selected coordinates where previous studies have been conducted. 337 338 339
The mean number of studies per intervention was substantially greater for the most frequently 340 studied biome (Amphibians: 5.0; Birds: 3.5), relative to each intervention, compared to biomes 341 with higher percentages of species that are threatened (Amphibians: 0.4; Birds: 0.4; Fig.3 ).
342
Similarly, the mean number of studies per intervention was substantially greater for the most 343 frequently studied order in each intervention (Amphibians: 7.2; Birds: 4.4), compared to a 344 taxonomic orders with higher percentages of species that are threatened (Amphibians: 0.4; 345
Birds: 0.01; Fig.3 ). There was a smaller difference in the mean number of studies per 346
intervention between studies that used the most frequently used metric (Amphibians: 5.2; Birds: 347 4.8), relative to each intervention, and studies that used a randomly selected metric from within 348 each intervention (Amphibians: 4.5; Birds: 3.9; Fig.3 ). The mean numbers of biomes, taxonomic 349 orders and metrics per intervention were 2.7, 2.6, and 3.1 for amphibians, respectively, and 2.4, 350 6.1, and 2.6 for birds, respectively. whether they considered the most frequently studied biome, metric or order, and whether they 357 considered a randomly selected biome, metric or taxonomic order from a weighted list. These 358 weightings were based on the proportion of threatened species found in each biome or 359 taxonomic order. 'All' indicates the mean number of studies per intervention when considering 360 all studies. 361 362
The mean number of studies per intervention was also greater when we constrained by the 363 most frequently studied biome, taxonomic order and metric in a stepwise process Fig.4A ), 364 compared to biomes and taxonomic orders with higher percentages of threatened species 365 (Fig.4B ). When we constrained by the most frequently studied biome, taxonomic order and 366 metric, the greatest proportional decrease in the number of studies occurred once we further 367 constrained by study design, by only counting studies using robust BACI or RCT designs (on 368 average, ~20% of amphibian studies and ~17% of bird studies that had met all previous criteria; 369 Fig.4A ). When we constrained by biomes and taxonomic orders with higher percentages of 370 threatened species, the greatest proportional decreases occurred when constraining by 371 taxonomic order, most notably for birds, and by biome ( Fig.4B ). 372 373
The sequence in which criteria were applied did not substantially affect the magnitude of the 374 decrease in the number of studies -e.g., when biome was selected before or after taxonomic 375 order and metric (Supporting Information Fig.S1-5 ). The overall decrease in studies from 376 applying all relevance criteria (biome, taxonomic order and metric) was similarly severe 377 regardless of the sequence in which the criteria were applied (Supporting Information Fig.S1-5 ). 378
For all sequences, constraining the evidence to studies that used robust BACI or RCT designs 379 reduced the mean number of studies to less than one study after constraining by the most 380 frequently studied biome, taxonomic order and metric ( Fig.4A; Supporting Information Fig.S1-5 ). 381
Doing the same after instead constraining by the biomes and taxonomic orders with higher 382 percentages of threatened species reduced the mean number of studies to fewer than 0.01 383 studies with BACI or RCT designs ( Fig.4B ; Supporting Information Fig.S1-5 studies that meet certain relevance criteria. In panel A, studies with the most frequently studied 399 biome, taxonomic order and metric relative to each intervention were counted -here we assume 400 practitioners are interested in the most frequently studied local context. At each step (left to 401 right) we add a further criterion, carrying forward relevant studies from the previous step -for 402 example, only studies conducted in the most frequently studied biome were carried forward into 403 the biome and order category. In panel B, studies with a selected biome, taxon and metric were 404 counted (y axis has a square root transformation). Here we assume practitioners are more likely 405
to be interested in: biomes that are inhabited by higher proportions of threatened species; 406 taxonomic orders that have higher relative proportions of threatened species; and metrics that 407 are most frequently used within each intervention. At the final step, studies are counted based 408 on the study design they use (see Methods for details of study designs). 409
Discussion
411
Our work demonstrates that not only is there a general paucity of studies testing conservation 412
interventions, but that the distribution of these studies does not reflect conservation needs. 413
Specifically, there is a lack of studies testing conservation interventions in biomes and for 414 taxonomic orders containing high percentages of threatened amphibian and bird species. Given 415 substantial declines of bird fauna (Rosenberg et al., 2019) and severe threats to amphibians 416 (Grant, Muths, Schmidt, & Petrovan, 2019), a better understanding of the effectiveness of 417
interventions targeting threatened species is urgently required. Furthermore, a given decision-418
maker is likely to struggle to find robust studies addressing their local context. Addressing this 419 deficit will be challenging, but there are several possible ways to improve the evidence base for 420 conservation. 421 422
A fundamental problem that needs to be overcome in the long-term is the lack of studies testing 423 Therefore, we need novel approaches to rigorously synthesizing studies that vary considerably 500
in their relevance and robustness to maximize the use of the current imperfect evidence base. 501
We believe that weighting approaches in both quantitative meta-analyses and more qualitative 502 evidence synthesis would help maximize the number of studies available, while giving greater 503 influence to studies with desirable characteristics. This could involve giving greater influence to 504 more robustly designed studies (e.g., using accuracy weights from Christie, Amano, Martin, 505
Shackelford, et al. 2019 and evidence hierarchies from Mupepele, Walsh, Sutherland, & 506 Dormann 2016), and giving more weight to more relevant studies (e.g., weighting by the 507 relevance of studies to a decision-maker's local context, as proposed in healthcare by Kneale, 508 Thomas Overall, we have shown that the evidence base for conservation does not reflect the needs of 516 conservation. When this is combined with the general paucity of robust studies testing 517 conservation interventions, we conclude that there is a serious lack of locally relevant and 518 robust studies to inform decision-making in conservation. We hope that the conservation 519 community can work together to improve the state of the conservation evidence base. Doing so 520 will require much greater collaboration between research and practice. Testing interventions 521 needs to become more routine, use a more standardized suite of metrics and robust study 522 designs, and, most importantly, focus on the locations and taxa where evidence is most needed 523 to inform conservation action. In the meantime, we need to explore ways to better analyze the 524 current patchy evidence base of conservation and ensure that we can support the shift towards 525 more evidence-based policy and practice. 526 527
